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Technical aspects
support 'Ondine'
S.P. MARSH
Sentinel Contributor

The action behind the scenes
in "Ondine"
is more concentrated
than
in
most
theatrical productions.
Look for the innovative
touches
added
by
the
backstage crew.
The color and texture of the
entire production
are muted
and soft. Free-lance costumer
Valerie Naiman, in keeping with a
From
left
to
right--Ken
Kraverath, Gary Davis, and
Barry Grayson show off their
talents, along with those of
costumer Valerie Naiman.

ONDINE,from

playful mood, tints velvets and
brocades in soft watercolors .
Watch for unique set designs in
geographic shapes and natura l
textures in wood, stone and
metal.
The third
act has
structures
with
distorted
angles reminiscent of Wiene's
"Caligari," lending to the air of
. surreality.
Technical director
Pete Denike, new to the theater
department, assisted director
Paul Mazer as set designer.
The special effects _are an
added factor that contribute to
the play's fluidity. Sherri Seiger
is in charge of these effects,
which include realistic thunderstorms and an illusionist's
projections.
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theater department has formed
a near-even balance of longstanding members and new
admissions
from
fall
registration. The rigorous jobs
of assistant
designer
and
technical director are being
hand led by Pete Denike, the

department's most prom Ising
new technical major.
Pem
Price, another newcomer, is
playing the leading role of
Ondine.
Price has appeared in Ft.
Lauderdale's
Oakland
Park
Dinner Theatre production of

"Rocky Horror Picture Show"
as Janel. She calls "Ondine" a
love story and advises, "Feel it;
see what it does to you; just
enjoy it."
The male lead is played by
Don Harthcock, who "supports
his acting habit by driving a

taxicab."
Supported by the talent and
advice of the veteran members
of FIU's theater community, the
cast and crew of "Ond ine" are
the finest the department has
to offer. All indications point
to a production
not to be

missed.
"Ondine" will run Nov. 28Dec. 3 and again Dec. 6-10 in
VH 100. Curtain time is 8 p.m.
Be sure to call for reservations.
For ticket information, call 552-

2895.

Honors
What ·west Point can't grt

FIU to install ·Phi Kappa Phi honor chapter
DANIELLE FREDA
Sentinel Contributor

hree years ago, initial
contacts
were
made
to
establish a chapter of Phi
Kappa Phi at FIU. On Wedsday, Dec. 6, the university
will install a chapter of the
prestigious society--the second
oldest honorary society in the
United States.
In 1975, at his expense, Jack
Clark, acting dean of the
School of Technology, applied
for society membership
on
behalf of FIU. Clark, along with
several other faculty,
is a
member of Phi Kappa Phi.
"This is an extremely difficult

graduation, or top 5 percent at
organization to get into , "Clark
said.
"West Point has been the end of junior year, students
may apply for admission to the
applying for 20 years arrd tlasn't
society.
Graduate students
made it," he added.
FIU is the youngest school in may also be elected; so may
the U.S. to be accepted into the faculty and alumni who have
sod~cy. The quality of the staff achieved scholarly distinction.
The society
is governed
and g"eneral budgeting are key
by the Triennial
facfors upon wich the board of ultimately
Convention
to which
each
directors judge an institution's
chapter may send one official
eligibility.
Founded in 1887, Phi Kappa delegate. Every chapter must
Phi currently has chapters in hold at least two meetings a
institutions from Maine to the year and is eoncouraged to be
Philippines,
and Washington
active in the various aspects of
state to Puerto Rico. Its motto academic life.
The Phi Kappa Phi Fountranslates, "Let the love of
learning rule mankind."
dation was incorporated in 1969
If in the top 10 per cent of in order to provide 25 or more
annually
to
their
senior
class
upon fellowships

Letters
STUDENT POPULATION

vs.
TYPEWRITER POPULATION

I would like FIU to take
notice
of the number
of
typewriters
it offers
the
students. I will admit there is a
roomful of typewriters in the
library. But how many are in
100 percent working condition?
Do you have any idea how
aggravating a stubborn manual
typewriter can be?!!
Whose
fault is it Nhen you have to
hand in a messy, illegiblytyped term paper?
I speak for rri 1self as wel I as
many otherf ·
-:innot afford to
buy a typ e
I came to the conclusion that
I cannot waste any more time
locating a typewriter and, when
found, getting myself upset
and disgusted over the poor

graduating students who are
society members. There is also
a Phi Kappa Phi journal,
published
quarterly,
for the
exchange
of ideas among
chapters and members.
"This is the most prestigious
thing that has happened to the
university," said Clark.
"Students aren't aware of the
importance of this and its value
- part ic u I arly for the job
seekers." Being a member of an

honorary society draws employment, $holarships
and
state money to the institution .
It also identifies it antlonall1 as
a chartered member.
The installation
of FIU's
chapter of Phi Kappa Phi will be
held on Dec. 6, at 7 p.m. in AT
100. Initial chapter members
will be welcomed
into the
society at that time by Phi
Kappa Phi's
regional
vice
president.
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EDITORIAL STAFF

condition of the outdated
available to me.

one

I want FIU to provide enough
ELECTRIC
typewriters
to
accommodate our needs.

I would appreciate a fast
response and action (preferably
before my term papers are due).
Sorry this is handwritten,

CONGRATULATIONS

Congratulations on your first
issue of The Sentinel.
The
content was good and should
appeal to all sectors of the
university.

Executive Editor
News Editor
Copy Editor

BUSINESS
STAFF

Advertising
Manager
Advertising Sales
Production
Manager
Production Consultant

Overall, it looks good and
reads well.

but ...

Thank you.
A hopef u I hotel student,

Ronald G. Arrowsmith
Vice President
Administrative
Affairs

Brief
FIU's "Lunchtime Jazz" concerts are in full swing.
Under the direction of Dr. Joseph Rohm, Assistant
Professor of Performing Arts, a five-piece ensemble and a
22-piece band wil I perform a contemporary jazz and pop
repertoire. Featured vocalists are also scheduled to appear.
So, why not join the jazz en~emble for lunch at 12:30 PM
on Tuesday, November 28, December5, and December 12, in
the UH Forum.
All concerts are free and open to the public.

BOBSHANBROM
JEFF DALY
MARY GILMORE

KEVIN FOLLIARD
BETH FOX
KEVIN FOLLIARD
DON CORN
NEWS STAFF

DEBBIE YUNG
MELANIE MILLER
SHERRI SEIGER

MICHAEL COLE
MARTY SVENSSON
JILL HOFFMAN

VIVIAN LEZM .~A
CELIA SINGER
SALLY GREER

Unsigned editorials represent a majority opinion of The
Sentinel staff. All other columns, letters, and artwork
represent the opinion of the author and do not necessarily
reflect the views of the Staff. The Sentinel reserves the right
to edit submitted materials and to determine its placement
on the Viewpoint pages.
The Sentinel is a student publication,
designed and
developed by Florida International students. We at The
Sentinel encourage community feedback. The Sentinel is
YOUR newspaper; use it.

Vie"1P-Oint /3
It's not academic ...

The politics of econonnc non-growth
"It's not academic . .. " is a space reserved for the exposition of
issues. We welcome thoughtful opinion and elucidation Articles
represent the views of their respective authors and do not
necessarily represent the views of the members of the Sentinel
staff.
The first series deals with an issue of broad scope. Many
factors have caused the world economy to approach a zerogrowth. The past five years have seen the real per capital income
in America fall three percent. Bangladesh has been declared an
·International Basket Case'. Oil sheiks lose a million dollars in
Las Vegas without batting an eyelash.
The "taxpayers' revolt" may be the first of a series of domestic
reactions to the slow-down in the world economy.
The Sentinel is grateful and honored to have FIU professors to
expound topics related to economic non-growth.

.1Doorn or Prosperity:

We will decide
By Babatunde

Thomas,

Chairman, Economics
Among
the
fashionable
pursuits of economists
and
social philosophers
in recent
years are "thinking about the
future," and posing questions
about "the limit to growth." The
critical
social problems
and
issues of concern about the
future of the world economy are
resource depletion, population
growth,
pollution
and its
hazards, capital investment and
its rate of growth, shelter, and
food supply. Every explanation
of the future in terms ot these
social issues is unsatisfactory;
be it by the doom watchers, the
optimistic futurists and those
in-between.
In the last four
years, the thinking
and the
questions have taken a new
twist,
suggesting
possible
confrontation between the poor
and the rich nations.
Unfortunately, this twist and the
muddled international
debate
on it have generated more heat
than I ig ht on the c;:ritical issues
of concern.
The following
is how the
pudding hit the fan: A global
recession came to a head in
1973. Those with the basic
knowledge
of
the
world
economic system and eyes,
saw the handwriting on the wal I
long before 1973 and the oi I
crisis.
The then existing
international economic order was

ailing and incapable of coping
with the rapid changes in the
world
economy.
The
economies
of the advanced
contries were hit hard, and
many have been left battered
and
yet
to
recover. The
economies
of
the
poor
countries were hit even harder.
Many of the latter remained
crippled by debt and economic
stagnation.
Only a handful-"the
chosen
few"--oil
producing
countries
survived
the debacle.
Meanwhile, the ailing system
displayed
a placebo
effect.
Out of these
experiences
emerged a new and articulate
call for a oew international
economic
order. Among the
factors evident in the call were
the recognition of the inherent
and
increasing
interdependence
in the world
economy,
the necessity
for
accelerat.ed
liquidation
of
dependency
relationships
between "weak" and "strong"
nations,
and the need to
minimize the increasing degree
of uncertainty
about
world
future economic outlook. As
envisioned by its proponents,
this new order would compel
changes in the passive and
subordinate roles being played
by poor countries
in their
economic
relations with the

rich industrial nations, affect
productive cooperation through
complementarity
of activities
which pertain to the application
of science and technology for
social and economic development, and bring about mut'
I
beneficial adjustments in trade
relations
between
the two
groups of countries.
The fact is, the U.S. and
other advanced countries need
the less developed countries
and vice versa. The question is,
on what terms?
First, let us look at some of
the facts. U.S. trade with the
less developed countries has
been increasing over the years.
According to most recent data,
over one-third of U.S. foreign
trade is with less developed
countries. These countries buy
mo re U . S . man u fa ct u red g ood s
than
do all
of
Western
European
countries,
the
socialist countries, and Japan
all combined. To be specific,
these countries buy over fifty
per cent of U.S. exports of
industrial
machinery
and
aircraft,
cotton
and food
products such as wheat and
rice. Over two-thirds
of U.S.
requirements of strategic raw
materials
such as natural
rubber, bauxite, and tin are
supplied by the less developed

Fundamentally, however, we
can conclude this much: In
order to reverse the dismal
state the world economy and
many of its constituent parts
are in, we must recognize the
"fact that a significant
improvement in the strength of
economic progress in the less
developed
countries
is·
essential
for the continuing
economic
progress
of the
advanced countries. In order to
promote and attain this objective,
we must
make a
commitment
to a continuing
and vigorous search for new
knowledge,
ana harness the
resultant
scientific
developments and technological knowhow for global social
and
economic

development.

Virtually all economists and
social philosophers
writing
through
the 18th century,
including two prominent doom
wateher--Karl
Marx
and
Thomas
Malthus--fa;lec
to
recognize that the iron law of
economics is capable of being
bent and broken by human will
and intelligence. This is evident
in the rate of scientific
and
technological
advancements
sine the industrial revolution.
The will and ability to redirect
our cultural
and political
organizations and institutions,
in
the
search
for
new
knowledge, and to conserve,
preserve,
and
equitably
distribute global resources are
the most important factors in
charting
a relatively
bright
future.
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We Can Professionally
Prepare Your Ads!

THE SENTINEL
,

Call TODAY

264-9625
Advertising

countries.

Manager Kevin Folliard
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On the one
hand,
this
relationship
underscores
the 111
high degree of dependence and
interdependence
between .the
U.S. and the less developed
countries. On the other hand, it
underscores why the economic
well-being of trading partners
can be mutually beneficial, and
the economic instability in one
can be transmitted to the other.
The latter is a partial reminder
of how
recent
economic
recession in the U.S. and a few
other
western
countries
developed into a world-wide
recession.
Is the decline in the world
economy
and
its
dismal
features--rapid
inflation,
chaotic international monetary
relations, high unemployment,
etc.--transitory
or permanent?
The answer to this question will
depend on whether the existing
placebo effect runs its full
course and what form of a new
international
economic
order
supercedes the ailing one.
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Retention

Center

Skills

Quiz
rt

MATH:
1) Express

ENGLISH:

the fraction,
seven-eighths in terms of
per cent.
2) If one of the acute angles
of a right triangle is 35
degrees, what is the other?
3) Which of the following
represents
one
tenthousandths?
.01, .001,

1) To better understand
what I say, you shou Id
open the window.
2) Circle
the
properly
spelled
words:
already,
alright,
alot,
towards,
toward
' 3) He did not know which
person to speak to.

.0001, .00001, ..... 1.
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If you miss any, you might
benefit from a visit to one of
the Retention
Centers.
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552-2743

ENGLISH
552-2784

LIBRARY

ACCOUNTING

MATH

552-2479

552-2581
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Luis Carreras now offers FIU students the Most Convenient New Service,

I

If you work and go to classes all the time, why not let Luis show you how to save your valuable time!
Drop your dirty laundry off at Luis's and LET HIM wash, dry, fold and hang up your clothes.

I
I

...-------------------.

I

Luis's Westchester

I

I
I

Laundrom·at and Record Shop

I

II

will give Fl U students a 10% Discount when you let him do your dirty IJ\,
r,rk.

II
I

In addition to all these services, Luis offers FIU students a 20% discount on his varied selection of new records
and tapes. If Luis doesn't have the album you want, he will send away for it and bring 1t to you within a week!

II
I

Westchester

;

I

Laundromat

also offers a professional Dry Cleaning Service, and when you u e this service you can

I

receive Special Discount Coupons for other participating

I

Ceramics, and Z Records

I
I
1

businesses such as Harpers H, tware, Rose Glow

s FREE!

Laundromat & Record Shop (Next to Westchester
8459 Coral Way, Phone 261-8977

L--•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••-J

I

I

and Crazy Horse Jeans & Fashion Trap Boutique!

If you choose to do your own laundry, the first time you come in your

Westchester

II ·

Movie Theater)

:

1
I

/5

4/Filnt Review

Miami Film Festival:
Holding a mirror
to film-and life
JILL HOFFMAN
Sentinel Contributor
A middle-aged
man
in
white coat and cap parKs my
Volkswagen
disdainfully.
Konover Hotel. CAR TICKET
56-146. The garishness of Art
Deco
gone
amuck.
Fitting
headquarters
for the
1978
Greater
Miami
International Film Festival. Eight
pages of news releases •keep
me busy all the way up to the
penthouse floor. A cluster of

voices brightly lit by high
voltage lamps announces an
important news conference is
taking place . None other than
Anthony Quinn, star of "The
Children · of Sanchez"
and
celebrity extraordinaire fields
questions
politely.
Miami
accents (?) mix with French
accents.
(This is an international festival, after all!)
"Intolerance is the greatest
sin." Can't let that one go by.
Quinn talks sincerely about the

early days of Hollywood, when
the
only
parts
he could play were Indians and
Mexicans, and only if they were
stvpid. Quinn is instrumental
in turning
around
these
stereotypes.
I listen raptly,
can't believe I'm standing less
than 20 feet away from Zorba
the Greek,
now casually
dressed in sport jacket and
slacks. Shirt collar open at the
throat.
A powerful man, a
sincere man, a man with a
cause: wiping out intolerance.
How can you not understand
that? How can you not believe
the man? I promise myself that
"Children
of Sanchez" piaces
first place on my list of "films
that must be seen."
Which films to see? How
many?
Too many, and the
brain rebels. Too few, an unfair
sampling.
Two- Frenchmen
stand nearby, arguing.
One
turns, notices me, smiles. As a
writer, I am not used to being
smiled at in a crowd, until I
realize I'm wearing a plastic
.badge that says "Press--FIU"
on it. Ah, the power of the
press!
Alain Vallier,
has
brought "lesChinois
a Paris"
~E_n~li!:lh subtitle:
, _ "J he

. ' . :s

r---------------------~
MJDWAY
:

I

ff
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I

SP8RTIN(;
(;88DS

:

I Offers FIU students a $3 Discount with :
: every $20 purchase ·
;
: We Welcome everyone to take advantage

~ of our

Tog Notch Brands: Adidas, lzod,

I

i

'Children of Sanchez' star Anthony Quinn gestures expansively as co-star Lupita Ferrer gazes deep
into the (stlll) camera's eye.

Chinese in Paris") to Miami. A
young man whose smile lines
are now joined by lines around
the eyes, suggesting too little
sleep. We talk. "The Chinese
in Paris" is a satirical film, a
political film, a spoof, controversial in France. How will it
fare over here?
Monsieur
Vallier
wants the student
audiences especially. He talks
carefully about his film, lov
ingly, with some humor. The
$2 million b1,1dget, high for a

French movie ; most of the
expense is salaries for a large
number of Chinese extras; the
government's
attempts
to
suppress the film because of its
content--a
satire about the
French collaboration with the
Germans during the War. What
directors does he like best?
Who is he influenced by? The
name of Renoir comes quickl_y;
the master of poignancy: I .am
impressed.
9:15 PM at Gusman Hall. A
·wel~-dressed crowd streams
into the Downtown Cultor~
Center, carefu I not to stare at
two drunks on Flagler Strnet
who are arguing about ..•
?
Miami--The
Magic City.
Blanca Rosentiel , the festival's
angel, glows down on 'the
audience. A "Renaissanc e of
Miami."
I wince under selfcongratulation.
Everyone
shakes hands with everyone
else. The crowd is patient, .
quiet polite , waiting to hear Anthony Quinn, a real movie star,
tell them that Miami is important. The speeches go on.
"A serious city, like Cannes," a
festival "for the people and the
city." Hal Bartlett, the film's
director,
praises
Chuck
Mangione's score.
A quick
flutter of applause as the crowd
thinks they've found Mangione,
seated in the·rear of the theatre.
A false alarm.
Lupita Ferrer, a leading
young actress in Latin America
(we are told),
co-stars in
"Children of Sanchez ."
She
praises Quinn.
The director
calls him "the only man who
cou Id play the role of Jesus
Sanchez,
patriarch
of the
Sanchez family ."
Finally , the man himself
appears to a standing ovation.
Gazing at the crowd and
Gusman Hall, Quinn's first ·
words are in Spanish : "I feel I
am at home ." He describes the
film, the role, as one he dreamt
of doing for 16 years . A great
deal of it autobiographical.
"When you see this film," says
Quinn, "you will see not only
me, but yourself, your fathers,
and your gradnparents.
Is
America mature enough to hold
a mirror up to itself?" We are
waiting excitedly to see the film
that asks this question . .
Applause for the Mangione
score. The lead-in is a quote
from Oscar Lewis, author of
"Children of Sanchez," which

mentions the family's "capacity
tor gaiety."
We shafl see .
What we do see is the story
of a family torn by conflict
between the children and their
father, Jesus Sanchez.
Sanchez is a man who is largerthan•life , or, more accurately, a
man larger-than-the-set
in
which he plays , and therein lies
the difference. Everything and
everyone, literall y, is smaller
than Anthony Quinn. The only
one who stands up to him at
all, the only one who makes her
conflict with him believable is
Lupita Ferrer in the character of
Consuelo,
and even
her
character is most often seen
either as hysterical or tear- .
stained.
Jesus's sons fare worst.
Their acting , or rather, reacting , is always
predictable.
Roberto, the son who is always
in trouble because he lives
under the shadow of a father he
can't match , has only one look,
a half-lidded
gaze, eyes
upturned, which is supposed to
show every emotion
from
surprise to anger . The son who
is the good for nothing gambler
(he does the usual good-fornoth i ng gambler
tricks:
abandons his family,
says
goodbye to his little daughter
in an alley, even , God help us,
kicks dogs) plays his moot
emotional scene, the return of
the prodigal son, with his face
buried in Quinn's shoulder.
His wife finally dies, leaving
him a son who never grows
old_er. After a while , a good
while (because the film seems
interminable),
the audience
was laughing at the film, not
with it. Unforgettable, for its
absurdity, is a scene between
Sanchez and his mistress on
t~p of a hill overlooking Mexico
City. Jesus has just won an
enormous amount of money in
the state lottery , and has
bought a piece of land on which
he intends to build the family a
home after he rounds them up,
0 ~e by one. Anyway, he and
his lady are standing on top of
the hill admiring the view, and
Ouinn, in a moment that is a
Parody of "The Good· Earth"
and "Gone with the Wind"
(remember Tara!), takes up a
h~ndful of soil and , putting it to
his mouth, takes a lump of
good ole Mexican soil which he
chews
on
meditatively.
"Good, isn't it?"
he asks,
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We also Re-String_tennis'racg~,andwelJ-*~*-*~
put lettering on your T-shirts and caps. :

-
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Why be misled by the rest, come to The Best
Eliminate "Modeling Schools", come directly to

*
COYER
GIRL
*
~---------------------~
7881 W. Flagler St

I

264-0788
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"Visitusandyou'resureto
_,,,,.,,, Beline in Magic!"

•

·

LookattheseSuper

For -Complete Career Planning

Write Cover Girl Magazine

20451 NW 2nd Ave. Suite 207

Andover

Bldg.,

Miami, Florida 33169 or call 652-7994.

O:~t
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·
AIIPictureFramingdone,and FIU
students can get 10% Discount on all
Framingand Gallery Sales!
\

:

For information

Gift Ideas

• Decorative -wa11hangings • Lay away
Kings Gallery
Phone 553-4484
11467 BirdRd. West BirdCenter

********************
~e~._.,
BERTRAM'S'
'?,°::~
/

Of Midway Mall

-!..'4?

SpecialLunch Buffet!
Breakfastss1 .25 Dinners s3_35
Call 261-1351
or stop by to see us!
Part t1me jobs open for stud en ts

ALMA GROUP
OPENS
South Miami's Finest Adult Disco This Weekend

The ALPA/DISCO
AT 27 Ave. and S.W.8 St.
RoyalTrust Tower BuildingGroundFloor Level
FOR RESERVATIONS
AND INFORMATION

CALL 649-0001

offering it to his 10
ff .
. t
ng-su enng
collaboration
,t is a fiasco, as
mis ress, who With
I k 0f
sad-eyed Parisians wave limp
only
slightly
a 00
flags, unwilling to acquiesce to
disgust
tak
suppressed
a lump of
the restoration
of natural
Mexican soil In her mouth and gaiety
nods du_mbly. "Yes." Anyone
Looking for signs of Renoir, I
f~r a spi!oon? Mad magazine
am
not disappointed.
The
will love 1!· I· can't wait for the
drinking scene in which the
spoof which Will probably be
action continues through the
called "Children Who Can't
fade-out is pure Renoir, as is
st ~ nd Sa~che:z" in which th~
the fade from the restaurant.
~h1ldren "':'111
succeed in making
Of course, there is love betlife so miserable for the father
ween the head of the invasion
(instead of the other w;zy
forces . and a sultry Parisian,
around) that he Will flee into the
while Regis, the cool-headed
night, through
alleys of the
collaborator,
is everyone's
back lots of Studio City to be friend and makes money from
be last seen dodging traffic on
selling rickshaws.
~unset
~oulevard
uttering
The ending I found a bit
1mprecatIons,
in Spanish
contrived. How do we get the
under his breath about th~
yellow horde out of Paris, I
ingratit~de
of the younger
heard the writer asking . Defeat
generation.
them with debauchery,
of
2: 00 PM: Gussman Theatre
course-something
the
(someone has spelled Gusman
Parisians are famous for. The
wrong).
After "Children of
Sanchez" the night before, I \ Chinese · troops roll home at
last, tipsier but wiser.
am wary as hell. Gusman Ha II
at 1 :45 is almost empty. I take
There is so much to see in
advantage of the deserted
this movie.. I felt cheated by
condition of this theatre of a
not being able to see it again. I
gilded age to wander upstairs ·
would love to see it again not
into the VIP boxes, sinking in
for what was happening, but for
in the red velvet chairs. The
a closer look at how it was
newly restored pipe organ is
happening.
In a way, it
locked up. Above me is the
reminds
me of "King
of
facade of some medieval castle
Hearts."
Take an .absurd
wall,
and
above
that,
premise,
work intelligently
simulated, of course, are stars
within it, create a world out of
that twinkle in a blue-black sky.
time and for all time.
The movie is about to begin.
On the minus side? I would
No fanfare. No introduction.
have liked more development of
No audience.
some of the characters: again,
In the best behind-thethere was an awful lot hapscenes scene I have seen in a
pening on the screen in 93
long time, the president of
minutes.
Perhaps too many
France, who doosn't like too
rings in the circus, too much
much light, is being made
simultaneous action . Is some
ready for his appearance on
of the satire I.ost in the plot
national T.V. "We're about to
development of the love story?
be invaded by hordes of
Lastly,
will
f>..merlcan
Chinese who will rape owr a1Jdiences make the connectJo~
intended
by the producers
country,"
warns monsi~ur le
between this invasion and an
president.
"We must stand
earlier one, the real one, where
firm " he insists, "we must
French
collaborated
with
defe~d our honor, we must . ..
Germans, not Chinese? The
he urges
his fellow coungenerations
who think
of
trymen to preserve the honor of
France . Cut to le president and
his
entourage,
scurrying
nimbly onto a jet bound for the
United States.
So much for
liberte, egalite, fraternite. We
get the message quic_kly, neat~y
and succinctly in a film that Is
precisely
edited--th~re is
a mind at work here, I whisper,
half-afraid.
Not only in the
editing room, but before. My
God, an intelligent script! The
107th Avenue and
credits
which
follow
the
Tamiami Trail
opening scenes go by too
quickly
tor me to record
everyone's names correctly:_
Nicole Calfan, Macha Menl,
Michel
Seu cult,
Kyozo
Nagasaka, George Watson,
Runard Blier as the French
president in a charmingly droll
portrayal , that reminds me of
Peter Sellers (only this _actor
really is French).
Mus1_c by
Michel Magne. The Ch_inese
invade Paris finding a suitable
encampment
in a la~ge
department store. Mannequins
and military maneuvers are
shuffled together from floor to
fl
The French press and the
F~eo~~hclergy vie tor the honor
of being head turncoat. For the
love of the people , for the good
th people, motorcars are
0f
e
d
A wonderful
suppresse
•
f thousands of cars
scene O
•
ted as tearfu I
being conf1sca .
h.
. .
panic,
rus ing
Pans ia ns
ve their favorite
sa
bar~i·cades to Chinese
soldiers
vehicles.
Ives
making
busy them se
eonies .
For the
paper
P of the military
amusement
elebration
is
leaders,
a fi~e-eaters
t.nd
staged:
f or th e
erform
P
acrobats
of
Fral'tco-Sino
benefit

Vietnam when the word "war"
is mentioned may not, very
easily , be able to make this
connection.
The fortunate
thing about this movie is that
don't have to make the con
nection in order to understand
the underlying seriousness of
the film: a traitor is a traitor is
a traitor. Vive La Film France!-"Les Chinois a Paris" in stark
'contrast
to "Children
of
Sanchez ."
If intolerance is the worst
sin, then I am a sinner who
hates to be manipulated by the
propaganda of
Hollywood.
Perhaps there were good intentions when "Children of
Sanchez" was conceived , but
the child was a bastard, not a
mother's dream.
I found no
quietness, no tenderness, no

repose , no real love between
the members of the Sanchez
family , only
quarreling .
Basically, it is the story of a
man, left alone with children to
raise, who is struggling with
himself because he cannot
show affection . The struggle is
merely indicated, not acted
out. It is a simple story that is
not allowed to simply develop .
On the other hand, "Les
Chinois a Paris" for all its
three-ring circus atmosphere,
does not allow itself to wallow
in sentiment, but lets the story,
the serious story, tell itself.
We trust the film because the
film trusts our intelligence, and
the flattery pays off.
P.S. I still loved you in Zorba
the Greek, Mr . Quinn.
r.,.
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\~K-A-1:~/
'1~~ * EVERY* ~70~
d

Wednesday, Thursday, Sunday

ALL YOU CAN DRINK
GUYS s5 • GALS '3
LARGEST MIRRORED DANCE FLOOR!
SO . FLORIDA'S HOTTEST DISCO!

OPENFORPRIVlTEPARTIES
50 to 500 - Anv Age Grnup
OPEN BAR AV A\\..AB\..E. BUH'EtS

~, ;late Night1'itcwer, Open 7 p.m.-S a.m.
·so-Come and Join Us At The Most
VNIQUE DISCO IN TOWN
12180 S.W. 8th Street• 552-0000
(• '4

mile west of F.I.U.)

me,relaxand enjoy a saladfor lunch.

Salad and Drink$1.59
(all you caretoeat)

S~ndwich,Pizza& PastaSpecialsfor only $ 2.29

·Miller and Lowen brau on tap.
Wearejust30 secondsfrom campus.

J.

6/Living

Coffee , conversa~ion. and friendship
The glory of the autumn sun
setting over the changing blue
and green of our ocean waters
is part of the most beautiful
time of year in the subtropics.
The sea of grass echoes the
waving motion of thallassia,
sea weed. The birds stalk
confidently
around
your
campers in the Everglades. It's
a shame that most of us are
riding
a rocket
to
the
semester's end, and, in orbit of
the academic, forget to pause a
moment to absorb the flamboyant beauty around us.
Take a few minutes, please,
and restore your tranquility by
looking, really looking, at our
wonderland of contrasts. It's
the basis and best of all
meditation and alot better than

quauludes to ease out tension.
It clears the cobwebs out of a
tired cerebrum and pours new
energy into each of your
billions of cells. The highs of
life are right here around us and
can interrupt dependence on
stuff in capsules and pills of
uncertain origin. Give it a try
and tell me how well you do on
your next exams.
Then, in the sudden dark,
discover the peace, alone or
together of a glass of wine, a
lighted candle and a flower.
Now you can pick up those
papers and projects you've
been showing into shadowy
corners
and they wi 11, 1
promise, diminish in size and
difficulty because you've rested
naturally in the flow of our

..
I-----~-----------------------------------------

I

WATERBEDSHQWCASE

1
1

14981 S. Dixie Highway

233-8394

I
I

Across Mrs. G's Desk
by Marian Z. Grabowski

you wish to try, come on over
unique environment.
The vibes I'm getting in the cJ.Q.d meet my 130-pounds of
cool evening breezes from your German Shepherd protection.
campus are all good. I'd like to You'll be cured, running back
know more of you better. The down the Trail, trailing blood.
article in The Sentinel about the Some cultures,
and some
Tuba Ensemble is mounted and people yet today, do use
hung proudly in their studio. animals as sexual toys. I think
is slightly sick but
The tall one who-plugs himself bestiality
in came home happy about the for all I know, you are too. Bait
friendship and response of me again,
baby, and I'll
great people at the Rat. The devaSt ate you·
group has played all over the .. 0. When I have my period,
world and he said FIU was one my boyfriend gives it to me up
...
-- assure
of the very
bestteeth
of allhave
gigs.notI the ass. Is that dangerous? Can
you his
I get pregnant. Can I have an
I beenfusedbyhiselectricpickorgasm?
up.
He
was · here
for
A. \'our words tell me you
1 Thanksgiving, so I know. I hope don't know or are afraid to use
1 I'll have an opportunity to meet correct terminology for body
I more of you soon. I'm structures; but I won't argue
I beginning to feel part of you. semantics with you. On""--Yes,
I . .a. My girl doesn't llke sex. it can be dangerous, according
I Shall I try boys, another glrl or to my proctologist consultant,
if it is done often. The delicate
. an animal?
A. We are animals. Only our tissues of the rectum are not
I enlarged brains, manual made for sex. My gay friends
dexterity and a burning spark tell me the whole secret is in
1 called the soul, or spirit, or, if relaxation. But both internal
you prefer, an aura, make us and external sphincter muscles
can be damaged. Almost every
human. Have you concentrated
on her body, neglecting her couple
in
a sustained
soul? Do you need to look relationship tries it, but! Two-inside yourself for the fineness There is no way you can get
of being human? Another girl' pregnant. Three--You can have
may not want you, dear. Girls an orgasm from caresses on
aren't for using. They have a your clitoris. That's where the
good lifestyle among them- action is. Why don't you just
,._. 1--.vea. Ae tor
er
i ·1 ha
int
ur
du ing

I

Other Frames
1 Raised Frame Waterbed
I Liner Algaecide
From $49.oo
A s· G
d
I ny IZe uarantee
----------I
$99. 00
BEAN BAGS
I 13995 NW 7th Avenue
PILLOWS
1
I
681-9820
LINENS
.J
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Alternative

menstration?
After all the
menstrual flow is not Niagra
Falls. It drips. A folded towel
under you may save the linen
from spotting. A lot of women
have high libidos during this
time. Some men get a slight
irritation from the sloughing of
the lining of the uterus so a
condom is in order. Remember
to use your usual contraceptive
·measures. Stress of any kind
can bring an ovum to maturity
at the strangest times. The
menstrual flow is one of the
cleanest fluids in the body.
Keep it up front.
. . a. One girl In the SGA has
the most beautiful boobs and I
would llke to feel them and
have sex with her. How can I
make It with her?
A. Women, even those in
· positions of leadership, are still
women. Ask her oµt. She may
be too busy for a new man In her
life right now, but a dinner date
doesn't" necessarily connote
bed. If you call her lovely
breasts, "boobs," you'll get an
activist "no." Why not get
active yourself
in student
government a"nd display your
most sterling qualities. Juxtaposltion can lead to a cup of
coffee,
conversation
and
friendship. If she says no way,
no matter your approach, chalk
it up to experience. She will be
flattered and her sound ego will
help all the students.
.. 0. In oral sex, what do I do
with the "comb?''
A. Your spelling has a certain
·charm. Check this month's
issue of Playboy for my answer.

Lif estl:les

Gays meet for positive identity
R QAITIIEEF
SA l\l&Wl'-H
S AVE S OC!

Reg.1.95. N OW ONLY

PREGNANT?
NO QUESTION IS TOO
SMALL...

145

• FREE
PREGNANCY
TESTING.
WITHOR
WITHOUT
PROCEDURES

What is the role of the CA»nsulate
In lntematlonalAffairs?
Hear Mr. Warren Jones, Vice Consul to the
Bahamian Consulate speak on this important topic,
especially l(!piess¢ tQ international students.

• ALTERNATIVE
COUNSELING
• CONTRACEPTIVE
INFORMATION
LOW COST
PROCEDURES

595-7812
SUITE 401
9075 S.W 87 AV
GALLOWAY RO

II BROWARD
!'.AllTOLL
~EE

945-5724
2742 N 29 AV

identity, religion and the gay
life, and family relationships.

discovering the presence of a
reporter.
An
unemployed
gay
At
a
meeting
before
the
start
A
scarcely
publicized
sociology teacher said, "There
guest
conference
concerned with of one worksh.op,
are three alternatives from
speaker
Jean
Smith
related
her which gays must choose:
promoting a positive identity
for homosexuals was held Nov. experiences as a parent of a make private life public with the
homosexual. Coordinator of
19 at Florida International
possibility of rejection; keep
parents of Gays and Lesbians life private with the possibility
University.
(POG), Smith helps parents of
Homosexuals, counselors, homosexuals better understand of being found out; or remain
in the closet .. this is the
psychologists, educators, and and accept their children.
safest."
parents of homosexuals met at
"It's time to look at all our
Supporting the conference
the North Miami campus to stereotyped
sex roles
In were FIU'a Institute on Sexism,
attend
workshops
on the society," said Smith.
"In- the Dade Coamlon for Human
subject.
consistencies
and double
Rights and the Center for
Twelve workshops
were standards - how many more are Dialogue.
offered. Among the topics there contributing
to our
FIU's Institute on Sexism is
were: homophobia,
stress,
homophobia?"
federally funded for the purcoping
with being alone,
Expressing fear of public pose of implementing Title IX,
counseling
and
sexual exposure,
workshop
par- a legislative act designed to
orientation, asserting a positive ticipants became irate when stop sex discrimination.
SALLY GREER
Sentinel Writer

.._

Monday, December 4, 1978
__

12:JOP.M. UH140

Bah mian pie and punch will follow the presentat· on. Sponsored by Students for International
Understanding, International Students Oub, Social
and Cultural Committee, and the Public Relations
Committee.

SP-orts/7
F JU hosts soccer f-inals

SP-orts briefs

4 tea01s to co01pete

Raequetball

The Seventh Annual NCAA
Divis ion II Nati onal Soccer
Championsh ips w ill be hosted
by
Florida
International
University
on Friday
and
Saturday , Dec . I and 2. Double
headers wil l be played each day
with
the
f i rst
matches
beginning at 11: 00 AM .
Sixteen
collegiate
teams
were originally chosen by the
NCAA Selection
Committee,
four representatives from each
of the four national regions, for
single elimination competition.
The fin al four survivors--

Alabama A and . M University
(representing
the
South),
Soutnern
Connecticut
State
(New England) , Eastern Illinois
University (Midwest) , and the
victor of the Seattle Pacific
University--San Francisco State
Far West Region will begin
invading Miami early next week
in preparation for a try at the
national title.
This
marks the second
consecutive year that FIU will
host this national event.
It was the new kid on the
block,
Alabama A and M

University of Normal , Alabama ,
that emerged as the Division II
champ in 1977. The Bulldogs
capped an 11-1 season with a 21 victory over Seattle Pacific in
the finals . A and M advanced
to the Nat iona ls with a 6 -0
quarterfinal victory over FIU.
Tickets
fo r the
championships are on sale at the FIU
Athletic Office on the Tamiami
campus . Admission is $ 3 per
day tor adults, $ 2 for students
and 50 cents for children under
10.

A racquetball tournament, open to the public, will take place
Friday through Sunday, Dec. 8-10, on ttle Tamiami campus
racquetball courts. Competition features a single elimination
format with a consolation bracket. Entry fee is$ 3. Trophies go
to all winners . Phone: 552-CALL for additional information .

Turkey

Some 30 participants competed Wednesday, Nov. 15, in the
running of the 1978 FIU Turkey Trot sponsored by Rec Sports.
Winners in the five categories included: Art Herriott (male staff),
Paul Hessen (male student), Ann Fiedler (female staff), Meredith
Marsnall (female student), and "The Young and Restless" team
of Paul Hessen, Greg DiGorci, Meredith Marshall, Ann Fiedler,
Jim Luffet , and Bill Quain. All winners were awarded gift certificates for Thanksgiving turkeys.

Sports

The total compleat angler
teach all facets of rod making,
spinning and trolling, selection
of proper components,
their
assembly, and finishing
the
completed rod. The fee is $12
and the class is limited to 15
students.
Learn to cast net I ike a pro at
a Cast Net Throwing Clinic on
Saturday, Dec. 9, at 9:00 AM.
Techniques will include ~ow to
cast from a boat, the shore, and
bridges.
Net and mesh size
and minor repairs will also be
discussed.
Fee is $10.
All proceeds go to the FIU
Recreational
Sports
Department.
For additional
information,
contact FIU Rec
Sports at 552-2255, or Jim
Burns, 245-5178.

With the start of another named 1978 Women's Master
Angler), Al Waldron and Pete,
sailfish
season,
beginners
wanting to learn the fine points "The Flying Fisherman" Rayner
be among
the guest
of deepsea fishing
or ex- will
perienced fisnermen hoping to speakers.
Some of the subjects to be
improve
and
learn
new
tectlniques can attend a variety covered include selecting and
proper fishing
of clinics being offered by the maintaining
Florida International University
tackle,
rigging
baits,
tying
knots, fishing for swordfish,
Department
of Recreational
Sports in conj unction
with sailfish, marlin and dolphin,
plus using artificial lures.
South Florida Anglers, Inc.
A Sport Fishing Clinic will
Fees for this clinic are $ 60
offer 18 hours of intensive for the community , $ 50 for FIU
instruction
by several South staff and alumni , and $ 40 for
Florida fishing experts , and will FIU students.
meet
each
Tuesday
and
On
Saturday , Dec.
2,
Thursday from 7:00-10:00 PM beginning
at 9:00 AM,
a
UH 140 beginning Nov . 28.
Custom Rod Building Clinic
Captain Jim Burns,
Bob will take place. Ned Segar of
Stokey, Ruth Stokey (recently Rodmakers Supply , Inc ., will

riiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii-iiiiiiiiii
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Come on in and taste our
November flavor of the month.
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FIU

Vanilla Ice Cream with bites of
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One Stop Sports Shop

omJfaculty with this ad.
FI U students and faculty now have a
Full Line sporting goods store right
here at their own back door.
10% Discount for students

WESTBIRD SHOPPING CENTER

11457 S.W. 40 St. (Bird Rd.), Phone 553-1131

Cent e r~

:

---~

r--

Westbird

·---------,
I

Coral Wav

Calendar

Tuesday, Nov. 28
Sport Fishing Clinic, 7 :00 to 10:00 P.M., in UH 140. Cost-FIU Students, $40; FIU staff and alumni,$ 50; Community,
$60. Call 245-5178 for additional information.
·Friday and Saturday, Dec. 1 . and 2
NCAA Division II National Soccer Cnampionships
at
Sunblazer Field, double headers each day beginning at
11 :00 A.M. Admission
3 for adults; $2 for students; 50
cents for children under 10. Call 552-2756 for additional
information.
Saturday, Dec. 2
Custom Rod Building Clinic at 9:00 A.M. in Mod. 202.
Fee, $12. Call 245-5178 for additional information.
Wednesday, Dec. 6
Wrestling vs. Florida Tech at 3:00 P.M. in Tin Gym.

BaskinRobbins,the store where you
can -try it before you·buy it!
(Free Taste Sgoons).
ADVERTISING
SALES
POSITIONS

Trot

Bird Rd

Varieh of Flavors
1. CHOCOLATE CUPCAKE
2. Strawberry
3. Chocolate
4. Burgundy Cherry
5. Chocolate Almond
6. Chocolate Chip
7. Jamoca
8. Rocky Road
9. Chocolate Mint
10. Jamoca Almond Fudge
11. Butter Pecan
12. Chocolate Fudge
13. French Vanilla
14. Pralines 'n Cream
15. Peppermint
16. Pistachio Almond

17. German Chocolate Cake
18. Caramel Fudge
19. Bananas'n Strawberry
20. English Toffee
21. Peaches'n Cream
22. Pumpkin Pie
23. Licorice
24. Chocolate Cheesecake
25. Egg Nag

26. Strawberry Shortcake
27. Quarterback Crunch
28. Orange Sherbert
29. Rainbow Sherbert
30. Grape Ice
31. Pineapple Ice
...and of course, Vanilla

WEST BIRD SHOPPING CENTER

DASKIH-B.OBS!HS
!CE
CREAM
STOKE
BASKIN ROBBINS NO. 1541
11431 SW 40 St. Bird Road
Miami, Fla 33165 221-2662

8/
Dlal-A-Dlnner
offers
FIU
students and faculty a unique,
new service! They will deliver
many different kinds of foods
anywhere. 7 days a week. Call
448-2224 for information.
.. Bertramsof
Midway Mall
invites all FI U students and
faculty to our Buffet Lunch,
Monday
through
Friday!
We will also be delighted to
Cater any FI U function or
party!
And we do have
some Part-time
jobs open
for FI U students!
Alpa z Diaco invites all FIU
students
to their
.Grlrul
Openingon Wed., Nov. 29. Live
Bands and Disco are here to
entertain you, and The Alma
Band Is kicking off The Grand
0 pen Ing on Wed · • Nov · 29 ·
Come pany with us in plush
surroundings in the Royal Trust
Building at the corner of 27th
Ave. and S.W. 8th street. We
are open for Dinner and Late
Nlte Snacks from 6 p.m. to 3
a.m. Also, check out our many
upcoming contests that pose
th e que s tion, "If You've Got n,
Flaunt It! Check us out, Alpa Z
Disco on corner of 27th Ave.
a nd S.W. 8th St . (Royal Tru st
Building).
Midway Sporting Goods
invites all FIU students and
faculty to Take Advantage of a
$3.00 Discount
with every
$20.00 purchase. Located in
Midway Mall, Midway Sporting
Goods carries Top Brand sports
equipment. And they Welcome
FIU Students and faculty. By
the way, Midway Sporting
Goods · re-strings
tennis
racquets and can letter any
baseball caps or tee-shirts!
Stop by or Call 264-0788.

Take advantage
of ou·r advertis· ers
Cover Glrl Magazine has an
upcoming Beauty Pageant In
theworks,andwearepresently
looking for both Male and
Female Models. Let us help
you Develop your Career. Give
us a Call today at 652-7994
.. The Women's Center of
Dadeland offers Birth Control
counseling,
family
planning
and pregnancy terminations.
t
:~:Ir Fr~~e:~~~ a~ lo~-~oS
ca ge ;-:
st
Pregna,ncy
te - Call
595-7812 or
Womens
1 It h Center
9075atSW
87 A
vs t em at
ve.,
401
Suite
·
.. The Bodyworks Nautilus
Health and Fitness Center
Invites alt FIU students and
faculty to Stop by and get
healthy. Your physical conon says a lot about you.Pr-oper fitness not only Indicates
good health, but Improves selfimage and performance in any
endeavor.
The Bodyworks
makes long and time consuming workouts obsolete. Let
us introduce
you to our 20
minute Fitness Formula, Dance
classes,
Yoga
and SelfDefense. We also offer complate spa facilities,
Finnish
sauna, Turkish steam bath, and
therapy whirlpool! First Visit Is
Free for all FIU students and
faculty, so stop by or Call 6655468 in South Miami or 4724300 in Plantation! Remember:
How You Live Helps Determine
How Long You Live!

out about the Joy of Unconditional Love. Get In touch
with yourself, team to love
peopleforwhotheyare,
and for
who you are!
Our next
Workshop is Dec. 3 from 9 a.m .
The Kina'• Gallm wants all
Luis' Westchester
Laun- to 8 p.m.For more information
FIU students and faculty to dromatandRacord
Shopsays, call 68S-8700.
stopbyandtakealookatthelr
"Why not buy your needs at
_Lee Schwartz of All Dade
assortment of Framed and discount prices?" Talk to Luis, Sportawantstogettoknowour
Unframed Quality Art Prints!" at 261-8977, and let him help FIU students, so he Is offering
We at The Kina'• Galleryare you Receive Discounts from Discounts for us! Lee will also
specialists at Picture Framing, these businesses:
Harpers be happy to help out any or all
and we have hundreds of Hardware,
Rose
Glow of out Athletic Teams here at
frames! Jim offers a 10 percent Ceramics, z Records, Crazy FIU! All Dade Sports carries all
Discount to FIU students on all Horse
Jeans,
and
The tt:ie Top Brands, so stop In and
Framing and Gallery Sales.
II ~ffllion
Trap Boutique.
see Lee, or call 553-1131!
Jim today at 553-44841
Bernie Kiel at Waterbed
Luma Invites everyone to
Baskin-Robbins Ice Cream Showcaae has two locations to
stop In and enjoy our Inflation ·Sru:ml have
over
6,000 best serve FIU students. For
Fighter Special of the Week. different flavors and 300 stores Tamiami Students he Is located
We know that students are worldwide! Baskin-Robbins of at 1498 1 S. DIx ie Hwy. and f or
interested in good buys, so Westblrd Mall says they will let North Campus Students he's at
come on in and enjoy a Fan- all of you FIU students, "Try it 13995 NW 7 Ave. Bernie not
~astlc Lun~h from Lums! Watch before you buy It!" Just ask for only has a wide selection of
in future issues for a success or a Free Taste Spoen-:-Baskln waterbeds and frames, but also
story about one of your FIU -Robbins
Ice Cream
is Bean Bags, Pillows
and
graduates that ~as done well In produced In their own dairies, waterbed linens. He can also
Lums organization.
therefore,
Quality
stays offer you bedspreads in velvet.
Midway Skating Center will Consistent worldwide!
Call 233-8394 for information.
be throwing a skating party, on
.. Up Front, Inc. announces a
Wed., Dec. 6, from 10 p.m. to 1
-Florida Toll Free number for
a.m. You have never seen
Come on out to My Placepublic drug information. Our
anything
like this Skating ~nd hear all th e late st ,sou nds , approach to drug education
Center that is located right next in a_plush atmosphere. We are seeks to encourage safe and
to Midway
Mall. All FIU a Private Club 0 ~ th e Tr~il • 122 responsible decisions about
organizations
are invited to Ave., but we enJoy see,_ngnew drugs by provl(Slng accurate
this private FIU function. If you f~ces. All you_ can drink, all and unbiased Information. Our
like to dance to Disco beats, night long, Dnnk-A-Tho~s on main purpose is to eliminate
you won't believe how much Wed., Thurs., a nd Sun. nights. adverse
reactions
due to
fun it is to skate to Disco. Call Guys $S, Gals s3 . Come on over chemical ingestion of legal or
279-7300 today for more in- t~ M~Place, you'll have a Great illegal substances.
formation.
Tune.
The toll free number is also
Pizza Hut would like to let
being utilized by the Street
FIU students know about their
Richard Gobeille would Uke Pharmacologist,
Up Front's
Special, Lunchtime Salad Bar you to come and visit our confidential
drug analysis
where you get all you care to Workshops on Svnchronlcltyl program. For any drug ineat! We're right next to cam- Come learn to accept yourself formation, call Up Front, 1-800pus, so Come in And Try Usl and others. Visit us. and find 432-8255.

LET'

F.1.u.

I

{Private)

SKATING PARTY
Wednesday,
December
6th.JOp.m.
-1 a.m.
Cam puses all across the nation are buzzing with the new
disco Roller Skating.craze .

.FROM BOSTON TO BERKELEYStudents are into SKATING.

NOW IT'S YOUR TURN F.I.U.
You'll skate to the best sound system and most unbeliev(lble
light shows found anywhere

YOU' U. HAVE A BAU.

WHEREYOU BUMP INTO
THE ~ICEST PEOPLE

BUY YOUR TICKETS EARLY! !
Advance tickets

$2.50 (incl. skate

rental) are now on sale, on campus,
at the 1st floor information

booth

U.H. Bldg.
Tickets will also be available
at the door for $3.00.

in the United States.

MIDWAY SUPER SKATING CENTER
190 N.W. 79th Avenue
(Across from Midway Mall)
or 279-730
264-4030

